A fiberoptic sensor system for cardiac monitoring and electrotherapy.
Commercially available cardiac pacemakers and implantable cardioverters/defibrillators (ICD) predominantly use the intracardiac derived electrocardiogram (ECG) for detection of arrhythmias. To achieve an automatic control of the heart frequency in accordance with cardiovascular strain and an improved detection of life-threatening arrhythmias, it is desirable to monitor the heart by an input signal correlated with the hemodynamic state. One possible approach to derive such a signal, is to measure the inotropy (mechanical contraction strength of the heart muscle). For this purpose an optoelectronic measurement system has been designed. The fundamental function of the system has been shown in earlier investigations using an isolated beating pig heart. In this paper further results showing the correlation of the fiberoptic sensor signal with the left ventricular stroke volume are presented. To make the system useful for implantable devices, further improvements with regard to power consumption and signal quality were achieved.